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Looking for clear, concise instructions on creating powerful but easy-to-use spreadsheets? How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office Excel 2003 will quickly get you using Excel's many features. Learn the basics of worksheets and workbooks, how to enter and format data and graphics, and how to create templates so you can reuse the workbooks you develop. Then build databases for storing and analyzing your data, solve problems by performing what-if analysis, and share your workbooks securely with others so that you can integrate their input. Along the way, you'll learn shortcuts to make it easier to use Excel.

	Configure and customize Excel to suit your working needs  
	Create spreadsheets, enter data, and format for maximum effect  
	Add impact to your worksheets with graphics, drawings, and photos  
	Use functions and formulas to perform simple and complex calculations  
	Integrate Excel with the other Office applications  
	Build databases and create PivotTables and PivotCharts  
	Use what-if analysis to solve complex business problems  
	Publish your worksheets as interactive Web pages or save them as XML files  


About the Author

   Kate J. Chase (Marshfield, VT) is an author, journalist, and online technical support consultant who has written, contributed to, or edited more than a dozen PC reference books, including PC Disaster and Recovery (Sybex, Christmas 2002) and Instant E-Commerce! (Sybex, 2001), as well as Windows XP Power Tools (Sybex, 2002), Office XP Complete (Sybex, 2002), Microsoft Office 2000 Troubleshooting and Problem Solving (Course Technology, 2000), and The IRQ Book (McGraw-Hill, 1999).  Kate has been an active participant in Microsoft’s Office beta program and has been using the Office 11 beta since November. Her work has appeared on Microsoft.com’s Office Web site as well on the Microsoft Network, America Online and ZDnet in addition to her books in print.
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Excel 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Bible series from Wiley Publishing, Inc. is designed for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
	users. This book covers all the essential components of Excel and provides clear and practical
	examples that you can adapt to your own needs.


	In this book, I’ve tried to maintain a good balance between the basics that every...
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Sams Teach Yourself CSS in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2005
The short, focused lessons presented in Sams Teach Yourself CSS in 10 Minutes will help you quickly understand CSS and how to immediately apply it to your work. Author Russ Weakley is a well-respected member of the CSS community and is known for his ability to make complicated...
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The Digital Crown: Winning at Content on the WebMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	In 1997, Bill Gates famously said "Content is king." Since then, the digital marketing world has been scrambling to fulfill this promise, as we finally shift our focus to what consumers really want from our brands: a conversation.The Digital Crown walks you through the essentials of crafting great content: the fundamentals of...
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Understanding Statistics Using RSpringer, 2013

	
		This book was written to provide resource materials for teachers to use in their introductory or intermediate statistics class. The  chapter content is ordered along the lines of many popular statistics books so it should be easy to supplement the content and exercises with class lecture materials. 

	
		The book...
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Knowledge Management Tools and Techniques: Practitioners and Experts Evaluate KM SolutionsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Dr. Rao has brought together a practical, contemporary, and comprehensive view of the realities of applying knowledge management tools. The rich array of leading-edge practice he exposes will prove valuable to all knowledge practitioners."
 Ross Dawson, CEO, Advanced Human Technologies, and author, Developing Knowledge-Based Client...
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The Maverick and His Machine: Thomas Watson, Sr. and the Making of IBMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for THE MAVERICK AND HIS MACHINE       

"Like all great biographers, Kevin Maney gives us an engaging story and so much more. His fascinating and definitive book about IBM’s founder is replete with amazing revelations and character lessons that resonate today. Among the gems: how a demanding curmudgeon managed to shape...
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